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Kiku's Prayer is told through the eyes of Kiku, a self-assured young woman from a rural
Japanese village who falls in love with Seikichi, a devoted Catholic man. Practicing a faith still
banned by the government, Seikichi is imprisoned but refuses to recant under torture. Kiku's
efforts to reconcile her feelings for Seikichi's religion with the sacrifices she makes to free him
mirror the painful, conflicting choices Japan faced as a result of exposure to modernity and the
West. Seikichi's persecution exemplifies Japan's insecurities, and Kiku's tortured yet determined
spirit represents the nation's resilient soul.Set in the turbulent years of the transition from the
shogunate to the Meiji Restoration, Kiku's Prayer embodies themes central to Endo Shusaku's
work, including religion, modernization, and the endurance of the human spirit. Yet this novel is
much more than a historical allegory. It acutely renders one woman's troubled encounter with
passion and spirituality at a transitional time in her life and in the history of her people. A
renowned twentieth-century Japanese author, Endo wrote from the perspective of being both
Japanese and Catholic. His work is often compared with that of Graham Greene, who himself
considered Endo one of the century's finest writers.
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support over the years.MITSU AND KIKUAT THE OUTSET, I must introduce two girls who are
characters in this novel.Their names are Mitsu and Kiku. They are cousins only one year apart in
age.They have no last names, having been born toward the end of the Tokugawa period into
farming families in the Magome District of Urakami Village, which borders
Nagasaki.Consequently, the government officials in Nagasaki and the Buddhist prelates at
Shōtokuji Temple recorded in their registries: “Mitsu, daughter of Mohei of Magome District, and
Kiku, daughter of Shinkichi from same district.” Shōtokuji was the ancestral temple for this
region.Were you to drive in Nagasaki toward the epicenter where the A-bomb was dropped, on
the right side of the highway you would see a temple with a sign reading “Shōtokuji Preschool.”
That area used to be known as Magome District.These days there is nothing to see there but a
drab national highway with cars and trucks weaving in and out, but around the time Mitsu and
Kiku were born, this area was right next to the ocean.1 The Shōtokuji was perched on a hill at
the edge of the water.Mountains pressed up against the shore, leaving little land that could be
cultivated. So the farmers in Magome, just like the peasants in the neighboring Satogō, Nakano,



Motohara, and Ieno Districts, used the slopes of the hills and made their living by planting rice
crops in the valleys between. The population of all these villages combined could not have
exceeded nine hundred households.Nothing remains of those days, with Magome now buried
under modern housing developments. But each time I visit Nagasaki, I always pause there and
close my eyes, imagining what it must have looked like when Mitsu and Kiku were still
alive.Mountains covered with groves of camphor and alder trees. Farmhouses dotting the
slopes. From the tops of the hills one can look straight down into Nagasaki harbor with its new
rice lands reclaimed from the sea.Several years after the two girls were born—in 1885, to be
exact—the French writer Pierre Loti, author of the famed Madame Chrysanthème, sang the
praises of the verdant trees hovering over Nagasaki harbor. It was this same inlet, glimmering in
the sun and lush with greenery, that Mitsu and Kiku saw every day.The little community of
Magome, too, was blessed with sunlight and greenery and yet was so astonishingly quiet. Little
birds chirped in the camphor trees. At midday, as those voices tapered off, somewhere a rooster
crowed.The adults all are out working in the fields, and the children are at play. So many ways to
amuse themselves. I can almost make out the small figures of Mitsu and Kiku among the
children racing up and down the slopes.It was the grandmother of Mitsu and Kiku who said it:
“Mitsu is a spoiled little girl, and Kiku is a tomboy!”Her Granny may have called her “a spoiled
little girl,” but Mitsu wasn’t the sort to cling like a puppy dog to her mother or her older
brother.What was unique about Mitsu’s personality is that she would accept unquestioningly
anything said by an older person. She believed everything she heard so implicitly that some
people were left to wonder whether she was mentally deficient.For instance, when Mitsu was
five, her older brother Ichijirō gave her some flower seeds.“Hey, see these? They’re morning
glory seeds!” Ichijirō dropped the gray seeds—one, two, three—into Mitsu’s tiny hand. “Now,
Mitsu, if you plant these and water them every single day, some cute little sprouts’ll come
up!”“OK.” With a nod, Mitsu set out running. Across the way, her cousin Kiku was playing jump
rope with some other children. Mitsu gleefully showed her morning glory seeds to Kiku, and then
with a refined gesture, like a high-class lady dropping her valuable jewels one by one into a box,
she planted the gray seeds in the ground.Seated by the hearth that evening, Ichijirō, who was
ten years older than Mitsu, asked her, “Mitsu, did you plant your seeds?”“Yup,” Mitsu
nodded.“Great. Now remember—you have to water them every day. Every single day!”“OK.” It
was in these moments that the look in Mitsu’s eyes suggested that she had total trust in
everything an older person said to her. She never lost that guileless look, even after she grew
up.Seeing his innocent little sister crouching down and staring tirelessly at the ground each day
thereafter, Ichijirō laughed, “The sprouts’ll come up when they’re ready, there’s no point trying to
rush them!”Eventually the pretty morning glory sprouts broke through and peeked up out of the
ground. They looked just like a baby’s hand. Mitsu never failed to water them, just as her brother
had told her to do.One rainy day, Mitsu held an umbrella over her own little morning glory garden
as she sprinkled water on them. Ichijirō, headed out to work in the fields, realized with a start
what she was doing.“Mitsu, what in the world—?!”“I’m watering my morning glories.”“Moron! You



don’t have to water them when it rains. Rain’s the same as water!”Mitsu stared wordlessly into
her brother’s face, and several seconds passed before she cried out, “I get it! They don’t need
water on days when it rains!”Right then, Ichijirō seriously began to worry that his sister might be
a little slow in the head.Compared with simple Mitsu, who throughout her childhood was
considered a bit learning disabled, her cousin Kiku, who was separated in age from Mitsu by
only a year, appeared to be a lively, loquacious, clever girl, and it was no accident that she was
labeled a tomboy by her grandmother.The differences in personality between the two girls were
immediately evident when they played together. Partly because she was older, it was invariably
Kiku who gave commands to Mitsu, no matter what they were doing. If they were going to sing a
song, Kiku would first hum it and then order Mitsu, “Now you try to sing it.” Mitsu would cheerfully
comply.Sooo cold, it’s sooo very cold!They’ve set fires on Mount AtagoHurry and come!If you
come, you’ll be cold!If you don’t come, you’ll be hot!In her childhood, Mitsu always walked
behind her cousin Kiku, played the way Kiku played, and did everything Kiku told her to do. For
her part, Kiku took on the role of Mitsu’s protector and always shielded her younger cousin from
rough hooligans and wild dogs.Speaking of hooligans, there was a boy who lived not far from
Kiku and Mitsu who always had two rivulets of green snot coursing down from his nose.Since it
was a bother to blow his nose on leaves, he always wiped it with the sleeve of his kimono. As a
result, his sleeves always glistened, as though slugs had left slithering trails on them. Every time
Kiku and Mitsu played jump rope with some other girls in the neighborhood, he would stare at
them from a distance and then eventually race over to pester them.This hooligan had an
accomplice whom everyone called Crybaby. He was a weakling who would burst into tears if he
were alone when Kiku scolded him, but he’d start to swagger when Snotnose was with
him.Snotnose and Crybaby—these two were the enemies of all the girls in the neighborhood.
Even when she was up against one of the boys, though, Kiku would tear into him and never back
off.“You’re a good-for-nothing!” she’d taunt him, and Snotnose would respond, “You’re an idiot,
and Mitsu’s a moron!” Then Crybaby would repeat exactly what he had said.“Thug! Clown!” Kiku
would snap right back at them.This exchange of insults would continue for a while, with
Snotnose jeering, “Mitsu’s a bed wetter! I’ll bet you peed in your bed last night!”“And you’re a wet
noodle!”“Wet noodle? What does that mean?!”“You don’t even know what a wet noodle is? It’s
long, but it’s not good for anything. That’s you—a wet noodle!”“You turd!”“Snotty pug-
nose!!”Kiku’s string of machine gun–like insults left both Snotnose and Crybaby speechless.One
day that spring—Kiku and Mitsu and some of their girlfriends were picking the lotus flowers that
covered the paths between the rice paddies.The large evening sun, orange as an apricot, had
begun to set, and Kiku propped a crown of lotus blossoms on her head and asked Mitsu, “What
do you think? Aren’t I beautiful?” Though still a child, Kiku very much wanted to be a beautiful
woman. “Well!?”“Yeah. You’re beautiful.” As always, Mitsu said whatever Kiku wanted to hear. Or
perhaps she just innocently believed anything Kiku said.Kiku haughtily spun her body in a circle
and gazed around her. She hoped that some adult working in the fields would notice how smart
she looked.Just then she spotted two boys next to a shed, brandishing a pole as they seemed to



be beating something. It was Snotnose and Crybaby.No doubt they were torturing some poor
creature. Probably a kitten or puppy they’d stumbled across.“What are you guys doing?” Kiku
shouted as she raced toward them. Mitsu and the other girls scurried along behind her.Just as
Kiku had imagined, the boys were jabbing at the haunches of a mud-spattered kitten and
beating it with the pole.“Why are you being mean to that cat?” Kiku, ever the champion of the
oppressed, could not bear to see any weak creature abused. She was always on the spot to
protect a younger girl who was being harassed by a boy.“Stop it! Give the cat to me.”“Why would
we give it to you?” Snotnose staggered back a step and glared at Kiku.“Why would we give it to
you?!” True to form, Crybaby mimicked Snotnose’s words.Snotnose remembered losing a recent
squabble, and stung by his defeat he retorted, “I found it. It’s my cat!”“Well then, how about if you
give it to me, and I’ll let you have these flowers.”“Flowers?!” Snotnose sneered. “There’s more
lotus flowers over there than there is dog shit.”“So you’re not gonna let me have it no matter
what?” Kiku took a step forward.Snotnose, under the glare of her narrowed eyes, retreated a bit
and spat out, “If you climb to the top of that tree, I’ll give you the cat.”The tree was a large
camphor laurel, and though it was impossible to guess its age, it stood straight and tall, like a
giant reaching both its arms into the sky. Camphor laurel trees of this size were by no means rare
in Magome. Many varieties of birds sang from these enormous trees early each morning, and
their branches provided the villagers with shade through the hot summers.“You can’t do it, can
you?” Snotnose peered at Kiku, who had hesitated for a moment, and he snorted up a green
rivulet of snot.“There’s nothing to it,” Kiku replied, placing her hands on the trunk. But when she
wavered, Snotnose taunted her:“There’s no way you can climb a tree that tall!” Crybaby, of
course, echoed the identical words. An indignant Kiku grabbed a branch. The hem of her kimono
was turned up, and her white legs peeked out.“Kiku!” A girl cried out almost in tears. “Don’t do it!
You could get hurt! Let’s go back home!” But Kiku had already wrapped her pale legs around the
branch.“Wow!” Crybaby exclaimed in admiration, dazzled by the sight of Kiku’s bare legs.Kiku
was not the sort of girl who could scamper up a tree like a monkey. Clinging frantically to one
branch, she clutched desperately at the next, stretching her leg up onto that branch and making
her way inch by inch up the tree, her face flushing a bright red. With each upward move she
made, some object or another—a clump of dried leaves, or the debris from an abandoned bird’s
nest—dropped down onto the heads of the children who were watching her. Meanwhile, the
kitten responsible for this display staggered over to a puddle of water, thrust in its head, and
began noisily lapping away.One girl began to weep. She was terrified, certain that Kiku was
going to injure herself.“Kiku’s gonna fall!” The girls pointed their fingers at Snotnose. “If she falls,
it’s all your fault!”Startled by the accusation, Snotnose stammered, “It’s not my fault! She’s the
one who decided to climb it!”“You told her to!”Snotnose glanced around him. Then with no
warning, he spun around and sprinted away, shouting “Not my fault!!” Seeing that, Crybaby also
took his heels.“Kiku—hurry and come down!” The girls cried out in one voice as they gazed
upward.Just then, the branch Kiku was standing on broke with a dull snap. Kiku dangled in
midair like a tangled kite.Suspended from the branch that she clutched with both hands, as



though she were doing a chin-up, Kiku frantically struggled to find a foothold. With each twist of
her body, her white thighs and abdomen were on full display, but she had no time to worry about
such things.“Kiku!”“Kiku!!”Every one of the girls, Mitsu included, had burst into tears. The adults
were too far away to summon, and there was no doubt that if they tried to go for help, Kiku would
run out of strength and plummet to the ground like a stone.“Somebody—help!!” Mitsu yelled with
her hands up to her mouth. The other girls joined in; “Help!!” they shouted.A young man, perhaps
having heard their cries, came racing along the footpath through the fields. He wasn’t from
Magome. They had never seen him before.“Help me!” Dangling in the air, it was Kiku’s turn to cry
out.“Hang on! I’ll help you!” The young man ran, breathless, to the tree. “Don’t let go! I’ll climb up
to you!”He threw his arms around the trunk and nimbly raised a foot onto a limb. He straddled
the next branch up, placing his body directly below Kiku’s legs. He patted his neck with one hand
and called, “Step down onto my shoulders.”She was young, but she was still a girl, and for an
instant Kiku blushed with embarrassment.“Hurry! There’s nothing to be shy about!” He seemed
more mature than his years. His face wore the promise of good judgment. Hugging the trunk of
the tree with one arm, he wrapped the other arm around Kiku’s waist and lifted himself up to
catch her on his shoulders.Riding on his shoulders and now with both arms encircling the
gigantic tree trunk, Kiku realized that she had been saved, and she began to sob loudly.“You’re
OK now. You don’t need to cry.” The young man looked up in surprise at Kiku’s face. Supporting
the sobbing girl’s body and helping her along, he descended the tree slowly. Kiku’s wails grew
even louder once her feet touched the ground.Just then there was a shout from behind them.
Mitsu’s older brother, Ichijirō, had appeared out of nowhere. Misunderstanding what had
happened, he grabbed the young man by the collar and snarled, “Why’d you make her cry? Just
who the hell are you?!”“I—” Taking two, then three blows from Ichijirō’s flat palm, the young man
fell to the ground and protested, “I—didn’t make her cry.”“If you weren’t doing anything to her,
then why is she crying?” Raising his fists, Ichijirō glanced back at Kiku. “What did this bastard do
to you?”“He didn’t do anything bad,” Kiku explained to her cousin through her sobs. “I climbed up
the tree and couldn’t get back down…. He came to help me.”“What’s that?!” With a sheepish
look, Ichijirō lowered his fists. “Really?”“Really.”“Why didn’t you say so sooner? You there—
where are you from? Nagasaki?”Timidly the young man replied, “Nakano.”“What? Nakano?” A
look of displeasure clouded Ichijirō’s face. “What’s somebody from Nakano doing loitering
around here in Magome?”“I’ve been to the farmers’ market in Nagasaki,” he said, blinking his
eyes.“Farmers’ market? Don’t lie to me. You’re not even carrying anything!”“My dad went ahead
and took all the stuff.”Ichijirō continued to eye the young man suspiciously from head to toe. “We
don’t want any of you Nakano types hanging around with no reason to be here. I hate you
Kuros!” He ordered the young man to leave with a jerk of his chin.The young man slipped his feet
into his sandals and hurried away, looking back over his shoulder regretfully. His figure grew
smaller and then disappeared into the copse of trees that marked the end of the path through
the rice fields.“Are you hurt?” Ichijirō asked as he pulled a leaf from Kiku’s shoulder. “What’s a girl
doing climbing trees anyway? That’s why you get called a tomboy.”“What are ‘Kuros’?” Back on



her feet, Kiku remembered that Ichijirō had said “I hate you Kuros!” to the young man.“Kuros?”
With a rather grim look, Ichijirō replied, “Never mind about that. Don’t you remember that we’re
always telling you not to go near kids from Motohara and Nakano and Ieno?”“I know, I know.”“So,
if you run into that guy again, you’re not to speak to him.”“What’s wrong with speaking to him?”
she asked, wide-eyed.“That’s nothing a child needs to know.” Ichijirō responded with a disgusted
look. He would tell her nothing further or even say another word on the subject. But he strictly
enjoined his young sister and niece against having any association with youth from Nakano or
Motohara.“Why can’t we play with them?”“Because … Nakano and Motohara are different from
us here in Magome. It’s because they’re Kuros.”“What does that mean?”“Nothing for a child to
know.” The look on Ichijirō’s face was withering, so even Kiku asked nothing further. But a
serious doubt was planted in her heart.Just what is a Kuro? Even in her youthful mind, the word
Kuro conjured up images of a somehow ominous, dark place. But Kiku couldn’t imagine—it
seemed flat-out contradictory that such a kind young man could live in such a scary, dark
place.The youth’s face was still vividly etched into her eyes. He wasn’t anything like Snotnose or
Crybaby—he was a trustworthy, gentle young man. She still clearly remembered his voice, as
calming as that of an older brother, when he circled her legs with his arms, lowering her onto his
shoulders and climbing down from the tree, and then he had said, “You’re OK. Don’t cry.”She
couldn’t imagine why the simple fact that such a remarkable young man lived in Nakano would
upset Ichijirō so much.“Granny?” The next day, she went to talk to her grandmother, who was
relaxing in the sun. “Nakano and Motohara are Kuros, huh?”“Kuros, you say?”“What does Kuros
mean?”Her grandmother stared fixedly at Kiku, “Where’d you hear that word?”“From Ichijirō. He
said to stay away from Nakano and Motohara.”“Ah, yes. You mustn’t go over there to play.” Just
like Ichijirō, she gave her granddaughter a stern gaze. “You’ll be cursed if you go
there.”“Cursed?!”“That’s right. Something bad’ll happen to you for sure. That’s why you mustn’t
go there.”Her grandmother’s words filled Kiku with an inexpressible anxiety and fear. Something
terrible would happen to her if she set foot in Nakano or Motohara. But why …?A slender stream
formed the border separating their community from Nakano and Motohara. One of the branches
of the Urakami River flowed through the area. To Kiku, the stream seemed like the boundary
between a place of safety and a place of terror. On this side of the stream was an area where the
adults said it was OK to play; on the opposing side was a frightening space she must never set
foot into. But that kind young man who had saved her lived on the other side of the stream….Not
long thereafter, Kiku had a dream.In her dream, Kiku was playing with Mitsu and some of the
other girls. It was a spring afternoon, and just as before, lotuses and violets and white
dandelions bloomed all around them.As the girls romped along, picking the flowers, someone
called out from behind them. When they stood up and looked in the direction of the voice, that
same young man stood in the sunlight, looking their way and smiling.“If you want to pick flowers,
I can show you a place over here where there’s a lot more of them. Come this way!” He
innocently motioned for them to follow him.Guileless Mitsu cried out “Let’s go” and was about to
dart off when Kiku stopped her.“We can’t!” She had remembered the stern injunction from



Ichijirō and her grandmother. A stream they must not cross flowed between them and the spot
where the young man stood.“We can’t go!” Kiku was almost to the point of spreading her arms
wide to stop the other girls from advancing. “We can’t come over there!” she called out to the
young man.“Why not?”“We’ve been told we mustn’t go to Nakano or Motohara. Something bad
will happen to us if we do.”At Kiku’s words, a look of inexpressible sorrow flashed across the
young man’s face. He nodded, his look filled with resignation, and he pivoted and walked away,
just as he had on that earlier occasion. From behind, he looked incredibly forlorn.At that point,
Kiku awoke from her dream.But the memory of the dream remained powerfully in her head even
after she woke up. For some reason, as she recalled the lonely retreating figure of the young
man, she felt that it was all her fault. It was as though he had looked so sad because she had
treated him maliciously.It wouldn’t be wrong to see him again, she muttered from her bed. He
saved me, after all.A certain resolution settled into her mind. She leaped from her bed, nearly
kicking it away from her. That afternoon, she furtively confessed her resolution to Mitsu and the
other girls.“We’re going to go over to Nakano.”“What?!” The girls’ eyes widened. Mitsu warned,
“Kiku, don’t you remember that Ichijirō said we couldn’t ever go there?”“I know that. But I hear
that all kinds of flowers are in bloom over there.”“You’re gonna have to go by yourself. We’ll stay
here.” That was the consensus of all the girls except for Mitsu, who did not respond.Kiku set out
by herself along the brightly sunlit path. Purposely disobeying her elders filled Kiku with fear and
guilt, but a part of her wanted to stand up to the adults.“Kiku! Don’t do it!!” Her friends cried out in
chorus from behind her. But the unyielding girl didn’t even look back at them.She had only gone
about three-quarters of a mile when Mitsu came running after her, shouting her name.Kiku
bristled. “What are you doing here? You need to stay with the others,” she growled. But Mitsu
said nothing and continued walking behind her until Kiku brightened and said, “You mustn’t tell
Granny or Ichijirō about this.”Weaving through the terraced fields that had been cultivated
halfway up the hillside, the two girls reached the edge of Magome District. The sun was brilliant,
and black-eared kites twittered faintly overhead. A flying insect, drawn by the smell of sweat on
the faces of the two girls, began to flit tenaciously around them.A small stream trickled past. This
was the branch of the Urakami River and the end of Magome District.Dipping her bare feet into
the stream, Kiku called out with deliberate cheer, “Mitsu, come try this. It feels wonderful!”
Inwardly, though, she knew that once she crossed this stream, she would be entering a place
where Granny had told her something bad would happen to her, and she felt a slight stab of pain
in her chest.Ever compliant, Mitsu immersed her feet in the stream and giggled unaffectedly,
“Wow, it tickles!”“Let’s go!” In an attempt to dispel her gloomy thoughts, Kiku quickly leaped to
the opposite bank, with Mitsu hurrying along behind her.A copse of trees rose up before them. It
was only a grove of trees, but Kiku’s chest was pounding, as though the moment she stepped
into its precincts, she would be sampling a forbidden fruit, and she licked her lips in
trepidation.Once they made their way through the trees, cultivated fields stretched in all
directions. The sun glittered on the fields, and a waterwheel spun with a recurring slap. A cow
was munching on grass just to their side. It stared at the girls with misty eyes, gave a languid



“Moo!” and resumed its chewing.Two thatched-roof houses stood in the distance. The sky was
blue, and one cirrus cloud hovered in the sky.How could anything bad happen in a place like
this? It wasn’t the slightest bit different from their own community in Magome. So why did the
villagers have only dreadful things to say about Nakano and Motohara? It made even less sense
to Kiku now.“Mitsu, let’s pick some flowers!” The two girls crouched down and began gathering
the flowers at their feet. Though doubts persisted in their minds….1. Land reclamation projects
from the 1850s onward have significantly changed the proximity to the ocean of many Nagasaki
neighborhoods.THE SEARCHERAROUND 3:00 IN the afternoon—The French warship
Carcassonne finally sailed into the rain-swept bay. As the wind sliced the milky clouds into
tatters, the hills on either side of the bay bit by bit came into view. The hills were so intensely
green that the man standing on the deck didn’t feel so much that the boat was steaming into a
bay as advancing slowly through a sea of trees.From the surrounding hills, he could hear the
unbelievably irritating screeches of cicadas. It seemed as though the hills were infested with vast
swarms of the insects.“Mon Père, this is Nagasaki.” A passing sailor carrying a bucket called out
to the man leaning against the deck railing.“Ah! We’ve finally arrived.” He smiled and
nodded.“So, Father,” the sailor inquired, “will you be searching for those folks …?”“Of course.
That’s one of my reasons for coming to Nagasaki.”“It would be wonderful if you found them.”“Oh,
I’ll find them, all right.”Once the sailor and his bucket had departed, the priest turned his eyes
once again to the hills blanketed with drifting rainclouds.There was a chance that dwelling
somewhere within this intense greenness, somewhere amid the annoying screeches of the
cicadas, were the people he was searching for. But how oppressively muggy the heat in Japan
was! It had been so much better last year when he lived in Naha in the Ryūkyū Islands: even
though the temperature was the same as that in Nagasaki, the humidity had been much
lower.Through the rain he noticed a Japanese ship with a white sail hoisted. Somehow, each
time he saw a Japanese ship with its sails spread, he was reminded of white-feathered
birds.Eventually he caught a glimpse of the distant shoreline. The huts of the fishermen, topped
with gray tiles or shingles, clustered together in claustrophobic heaps. Three or four wooden
houses built in Western style were conspicuous among them.As the ship reduced speed
midway out into the harbor, several small boats set out together from the shore and rowed
toward the ship. They looked like a colony of ants swarming toward their prey.Each of the tiny
boats carried a Japanese peddler. The peddlers reached into the baskets or boxes tied to their
backs and pulled from them lanterns, vases, teacups, and saucers. Grinning and bobbing their
heads toward the French sailors who peered down at them from the deck, they began hawking
their wares, loudly crying, “How’d you like some of these?” “Take a look here! Really cheap!!”The
warship cast its anchor. As he listened to the grating of the anchor, the priest wondered whether
some of those he was seeking were among these peddlers.“All men going ashore assemble on
deck!” After the officer had given these orders, he said to the priest, “Father, please board the
junk with me.”4:30 in the afternoon—Joining a group of sailors including Ensign Guirand, who
had invited him onto the junk, the priest transferred to a skiff that a Japanese man was



rowing.“How about some of these?” Even then, the boats crowded around the skiff and peddlers
called out from both sides. They grinned affably and repeatedly bobbed their heads in
deference.“You there!” The priest abruptly passed a coin to one of the peddlers and whispered,
“Do you know where I can find any Christians?”The pleasant grin that had seemed plastered on
the peddler’s face vanished, replaced by a look of fear. He shifted his eyes and turned his back
to the priest, as though he had gotten too close to something taboo.“Father, what did you ask
that man?” Ensign Guirand, who spoke no Japanese, inquired.“I asked him whether any of his
fellows were Christians.”“So that’s why he looked so edgy.” The ensign nodded his head. “If
you’re a Christian in this country, you get the death sentence, you know.”“I know that. But that
wasn’t the case until 260 years ago. Back in those days there were more than 400,000 believers
on these islands of the Far East. Here in Nagasaki, several beautiful churches had been built,
and even little children sang hymns as they played together.”“As many as 400,000?”“Or possibly
even more. But then the rulers of Japan developed a hatred for Christianity, and not only did they
ban any missionaries from coming here, but they slammed shut the doors to the country itself.
As you know, they allowed only a few Dutch traders to live in Nagasaki.” As he gave this
explanation, the priest once again shifted his eyes toward the surrounding hills. The rain clouds
were finally clearing away, and white billows of steam began to swirl skyward from the valleys
between the hills. Still the hordes of cicadas continued their monotonous, melancholy droning.
As though it were some sort of heretical hymn….“Yes, but … But I …”“But what, Father?”“Of
course, this is just a selfish dream of mine, but I intend to find out whether any of the
descendants of those early believers still follow our religion.”“I shall pray for your success,
Father.” He spoke encouragement with his lips, but it appeared that Ensign Guirand had little
interest in this topic. Instead, his head was filled with thoughts of the “geisha” in Nagasaki, whom
he had heard about from a fellow officer who had visited Japan last year. They were supposedly
as tiny as dolls, and as compliant….“Father, your welcoming party is waiting on the shore.” The
ensign pointed to the makeshift wharf, piled high with stones. Another priest dressed in white
stood as a tiny figure in the distance.The wharf was populated with not only those who had
come to welcome the arrivals but also forty or fifty Japanese who had come to see the foreign
warship. The priest had experienced the same phenomenon at Yokohama: the Japanese
people, most likely because they had been isolated from the outside world for so long, displayed
an inordinate curiosity about foreign things.Dark-skinned men wearing dismal kimonos with
dismal expressions on their faces. And women with their teeth painted black. Swarms of naked
children capering about. These were the Japanese. No wonder that Father Furet1 stood out in
his white summer habit.When the skiff reached shore, Father Furet approached with both arms
outstretched and a beaming smile on his face.“You’re here, Bernard!” The new arrival2 moved
into those outstretched arms, and they gave each other a tight embrace. Two years earlier, they
had been comrades studying Japanese as they waited in Naha for the day when they could
begin to spread the Gospel in Japan.“I’ll wait here. Leave your trunk there. I’ll have someone
deliver it. You’ll need to go see the Japanese authorities to take care of the procedures for



disembarkation and to obtain a residence permit. They’re difficult, I assure you.”“I’m well
aware.”The sailors who had reached shore ahead of the priest had already formed two lines and
were being questioned by the authorities. The man doing the interpreting appeared to be
Dutch.The authorities were, indeed, difficult. They took special pains with the priest to drive
home the fact that he must not give any books relating to Christianity or any holy implements
such as crucifixes to the Japanese and made him swear an oath to that effect. By the time all the
bureaucratic formalities were completed, the sun had already set, and the hills surrounding the
harbor were turning a dark purple.“Stay well, Father.” After exchanging a firm handshake with
Ensign Guirand, the priest returned to the spot where Father Furet was waiting for him.“Phew!
That was exhausting,” he grumbled to Father Furet.“Yes … But I’m sure you’re aware of how
strictly the Japanese have proscribed Christianity for more than two hundred years.”The two
remained silent as they climbed a sloping path. Giant camphor trees with spreading branches
edged the path that traced its way beside a long fence. Evening cicadas shrieked mournfully
from the trees.“What is this area called?”“Ōura.”He repeated the strange name over and over in
his mind. It was the name of the place where he might live out the rest of his life.“Let me ask you,”
he finally broached the question that had been on his mind, “Have you found among the
Japanese you’ve met any who are secret believers in Christianity?”“Not one,” Father Furet shook
his head. Father Furet had come to Nagasaki six months ago. Just four years earlier, in 1858,
Japan had finally allowed the doors of seclusion to be opened a crack. They had signed treaties
limited to commerce.As a result, trade representatives from the treaty nations of the United
States, Great Britain, and France had taken up residence in Nagasaki along with their
families.These people naturally needed a church. They needed the church that the Japanese
had reviled for so many long years.Faced with demands from the trade treaty nations, the
Tokugawa shogunate with great reluctance gave permission both for the building of churches
that only foreign citizens would be allowed to enter and for the presence of missionaries.
However, this was on the condition that they must not seek to spread Christianity among the
Japanese.Consequently, Father Furet had come in January in order to build a church here in
Nagasaki.“How is the construction coming?”Father Furet responded jovially, “It’s going very
smoothly, Bernard. In fact, when it comes to working with their hands, these Japanese are the
most skillful in the world. Despite the fact they’ve never seen a Western church, these carpenters
have already completed more than half a chapel that combines Gothic and Baroque styles,
basing their work solely on the diagrams and pictures and explanations I’ve given them.” He
pointed toward the summit of the hill. “You’ll see it as soon as we reach the top of this hill. The
view of the bay from the church is extraordinary! I don’t think there’s a bay this beautiful in all the
south of France.”Petitjean responded with a thin smile while wordlessly bristling at the shrieking
of the cicadas. But Father Furet went on animatedly describing the process of erecting the
church.This is where this good priest and I differ in our views, he thought to himself. He had not
come to Nagasaki for the benefit of the various foreign representatives who would live here
temporarily with their families. He had received permission from his superiors to come to



Nagasaki to seek for … them.Them …Four years ago, he had endured a protracted ocean
journey from France to come here to the Far East so that he could preach the Gospel in Japan.
Two years ago, when at last he had settled in Naha to learn Japanese, he and Father Furet,
along with others of their company, heard a remarkable story.The story was related to them by a
Chinese sailor. The man told them he had been to Nagasaki four or five times. He was missing
one ear, and at midday he was already drunk on Naha’s strong liquor.“So listen to this. There’s
still some fellers in Japan who are hidden followers of Christianity. There was a fisherman from
near Nagasaki who drifted here in a storm … and he would cross himself just like you men
do.”Father Furet and his comrades laughed off the story as the drunken delusions of a Chinese
sailor. Such a story simply could not be true.But one priest received a powerful shock from the
story, so severe he could not sleep that night.While he was still living in Paris he learned that
more than two hundred years earlier, nearly 400,000 Christians converts had been won in
Japan. The Société des Missions-Étrangères de Paris had been organized to bring together
priests who had decided to labor in foreign lands. The society’s headquarters building had on
display relics of their predecessors who had proselytized in various Asian lands, along with
items that memorialized their sufferings. The building also had a library of books dealing with
Asia.In that library, Petitjean read the diary and letters of Saint Francis Xavier. Xavier, of course,
was the first father to preach Christianity in Japan. It was he who had written, “The Japanese are
the finest, wisest people we have yet encountered in Asia.”In addition to Xavier’s writings, the
library holdings included books containing the blood- and sweat-bathed reports of priests who
came later to Japan from such distant lands as Spain, Portugal, and Italy.From these books, the
priest learned that Japan, where Christianity had flourished for a time, had abruptly slammed its
doors shut, isolating itself from the rest of the world, and had also relentlessly banned the
practice of Christianity and worked all manner of tortures on the believers.He learned that when
the 400,000 Christians were compelled to decide whether to die for their faith or to abandon it,
more than half of them apostatized against their wills.Not one Christian is left in Japan. That was
the conventional wisdom in the Parisian missionary society. That had also been his
conclusion.All the more reason why the drunken Chinese sailor’s story came as such a shock to
him.It might just be true. Perhaps the descendants of the original Christians in Japan continue to
secretly preserve their faith.Unable to sleep, he arose from his crude bed and set a match to a
dish filled with lamp oil. Outside it was raining, and he could hear the raindrops slapping the
leaves of the hardy banana trees in the garden. Nights in Naha were muggy. Geckos clung to his
ceiling.If it’s true, I must find them.He obtained permission from his superiors to spend a half
year required to travel from France to India, from India to Indochina, and then on to Japan. He
now had been living for several months in Naha, along with companions who shared his
determination. He had achieved the first of his goals.Because the Japanese government still
strictly prohibited its people from believing in Christianity, he was able to enter Japan only under
the severe limitations that the shogunate had placed on priests, who were allowed to minister
only to the foreign populations in Yokohama and Nagasaki.But if there were a group of believers



among the Japanese, despite the proscription on their faith …I shall seek them out.From that
day forward, this became his solitary quest.As they approached the crest of the hill, they saw a
small light moving ahead.“Ah, it’s Okane-san and her husband.” Father Furet raised a hand and
waved to them. “This couple are Japanese who take care of our cooking and laundry. They aren’t
Christians, of course. In fact, they’re fervent followers of the Oinari faith.”“Oinari?”“It’s a Japanese
religion that worships foxes. In this country they believe that foxes have been given special
powers by the gods….”The light drew near. It was a short Japanese couple carrying a
lantern.“Okane-san, Mosaku-san—this is Father Bernard Petitjean.” Father Furet patted his
shoulder as he introduced him to the couple.“Yes. My name is Petitjean. Very pleased to meet
you.” He gave the sort of Japanese greeting that had appeared in his language textbook.The
couple bowed humbly, their backs bent so politely that it almost seemed too polite. This was how
the Japanese always behaved.“Has his trunk arrived?”“It has,” the husband answered. “A carrier
just brought it a few minutes ago from the wharf, along with some other packages.”The scene
was just as Father Furet had described it. Atop the hill was a wooden building designed
somewhat in the Western style. It was still only a frame, but a tiny, bluish-purple Gothic-style
steeple soared overhead.“Bernard, this is the first house of God to be built in Japan. The very
first church!” Father Furet’s voice brimmed with emotion. “You could see it more clearly if it
weren’t nighttime. But tomorrow you’ll be able to savor the beauty of the harbor view from up
here.”There was certainly a commanding view of the harbor from where they stood. But the
harbor was now shrouded in the dark of night, and the green vegetation was only faintly visible
because of the moonlight, not because of lights from the houses.“It’s still primitive here
compared with Yokohama. They have no gas or electric lights. They make paper lanterns. They
set a flame to vegetable oil and use that as a light in the darkness. When I first got here, they
didn’t have any candles, and it was quite perturbing.”“How is the food?”“We get only Japanese
food. That’s all Okane-san knows how to make. But now that you’re here, perhaps we can begin
to teach her how to prepare something we’ll find edible.”“Have you made any Japanese
friends?”“Friends? Well, if you’re talking about detectives from the magistrate’s office, I’ve gotten
to know a number of them. But they’re wary of me. Because I’m a Kirishitan.3 The officers here
detest Kirishitans even more than do their counterparts in Yokohama.”A thatched farmhouse
beside the partly built church was quarters for Father Furet and Petitjean.As the days passed,
Petitjean recognized that Okane-san and her husband were certainly faithful servants, but with
his halting command of Japanese he often couldn’t understand the Nagasaki dialect they
spoke.The lively noise of construction filled the air each day. Generally when Father Furet had
finished saying Mass and had had his breakfast, he would head for the building site to discuss
various aspects of the construction with the carpentry foreman. From time to time the foreman
would cock his head, scribble a diagram on the ground, and then stare at it in deep thought. In a
way, the look on his face reminded Father Petitjean of an image of some Asian philosopher.But
the Japanese were certainly fond of their tobacco! When their labors for the day were finished,
everyone from the foreman down to the carpenters would pull a slender bamboo pipe from a



pouch hung round his waist and pop it into his mouth. He was even more surprised to see even
Okane-san smoking through her blackened teeth.As the construction progressed, spectators
began to gather. Nursemaids carrying infants on their backs, children, and even some adults
went out of their way to climb the hill and assemble near the construction site, gaping at the
partially completed structure.“Please come closer. It’s OK to come have a look.” Even though
Father Furet extended the invitation in their peculiar Nagasaki dialect, not one person made a
move. They would never come even a single step closer. They knew that police from the
magistrate’s office could show up at any time.And from time to time, a detective with several
companions would arrive from the magistrate’s office.“Go home! Go home!” they would
brusquely order the spectators. “This isn’t a carnival show. And you know you can’t have
anything to do with the Kirishitans.”At that the crowd would scatter like baby spiders, but the next
day, a new flock of spectators would materialize.One day, after making sure no detectives were
around, Petitjean quietly approached the group.“What do you call those?” he asked purposefully,
pointing toward the cicadas emitting their stifling cries from the gigantic trees. He hoped, of
course, to create a friendly camaraderie with the Japanese. The adults said nothing for a
moment, so a child responded, as though speaking to a dimwit, “It’s called a semi.”Petitjean,
hoping to elicit a laugh, mimicked the shrill cry of the cicadas. “Many semi. Jii! Jii! Jii!” It was true
that swarms of cicadas here in Nagasaki screeched throughout the day.The children snorted at
his silly imitation.Then he pointed to his head and quietly said, “I am Kirishitan. Do you know any
Kirishitan people?”At this point, the spectators clammed up, with the same frightened look on
their faces he had seen just days before among the peddlers on the tiny boats.But obviously
these Japanese were filled with the same curiosity, industry, and intelligence that had impressed
Saint Francis Xavier more than three hundred years earlier. That was evident from watching how
the carpenters worked. The workers here could finish in only three days tasks that would take
carpenters in Petitjean’s homeland of France a week to complete. They worked assiduously, the
only exceptions being during lunchtime and their midday break.And how deft they were with their
hands! Petitjean could watch them move their hands every day without tiring of it.“What is this?”
He would point one after another at the tools the Japanese carpenters used and be impressed
by their replies.The spectators who hovered around the construction site similarly eyed him with
curiosity, but keeping an almost self-conscious distance from him, in subdued voices they
discussed his pocket watch or the shoes on his feet.The Japanese were amiable toward him so
long as he did not ask that one certain question. But should he venture to bring it up, their
countenances would change, just as though a clear sky had suddenly clouded over, and they
would lapse into an ill-humored silence.The question was the short, casual inquiry, “Do you
know any Kirishitans?”When he described this standoff to Father Furet, the priest responded,
“Well, what did you expect? For a very long while they’ve been ordered to report to the police
any friends or neighbors who are secretly practicing Christianity. A man will be punished if he’s
even aware of the existence of a Christian believer and doesn’t report it, so these people
certainly consider it an insult that you’re even asking that question.”“Then there’s no way to



locate the descendants of the first Christians in this land,” Petitjean said with a defeated
look.“Now, don’t give up. I’m putting all my energies into the construction of the church, so why
don’t we make it a competition to see who achieves his goal first?” Father Furet grinned like a
boy trying to encourage a younger brother who was stuck on a baffling homework problem.But
when he learned that Petitjean continued to badger the spectators with his questions, Father
Furet had to say something to his colleague, and with some degree of awkwardness he
reported, “Actually, I hadn’t wanted to tell you this, but I’ve received a complaint from Itō
Seizaemon, one of the magistrate’s officers. He wants to know why you’re asking that particular
question of the Japanese, and he suspects you’re harboring a secret desire to spread the
Gospel among them.”“I see.” Petitjean stared at the ground. “I hope I haven’t caused any
problems for you.”Father Furet lowered his voice. “I think it would be best if you didn’t go around
quizzing them so openly. If you keep this up, I fear they might call a halt to the building of our
church.”Petitjean recognized how conflicted Father Furet felt. For the present, the chief task here
in Nagasaki was to get a church constructed, in the expectation that it would form the foundation
for spreading the word of God. He must refrain from doing anything that might endanger that
plan in any way.And so Petitjean changed his tactics.Whenever he had a free moment, he would
go out of his way to stroll around the streets of Nagasaki. That would make people aware of his
presence. Everyone would know who he was. And perhaps he could begin to form friendships
with some of the Japanese in this city.If that were to happen, someone might just volunteer the
information he was seeking. Perhaps someone would cautiously share a secret that only the two
of them could know. A secret that “there are still some Kirishitans among the Japanese.”After
hitting on this strategy, he began to stroll around the streets of Nagasaki for two, sometimes
even three hours. The “stroll,” of course, was merely a pretext for his real purpose.But how
remarkable to discover that Nagasaki was a city filled with hills and temples and trees! Three
hundred years ago the Portuguese had built this city on a narrow strip of land facing the inlet,
and now you could barely take a step in it without bumping into a hill. Or you’d run into a temple
encircled by a long wall. Giant trees grew along those stretches of wall, and in those trees a
seemingly infinite number of cicadas cried out as though in their death throes.His usual practice
was to walk down the hill from the house where he lived, passing through the Chinese quartier.
The temples in this Chinese neighborhood were painted vermilion, and often a Chinese with his
hair in a braid would appear from the shadows of one of their thick doors.As he passed through
the Chinese district, he came upon a fan-shaped, man-made island called Dejima. The
Japanese had allowed only Dutch merchants to live on this island, which was surrounded by a
black moat, during the centuries of seclusion. It was a truly minuscule point of contact, no wider
than a cat’s forehead, between Japan and foreign lands.The slope rising from Dejima into the
hills behind was jammed with black-tiled roofs. That is the city of Nagasaki. Private homes, the
steeples of temples, more private homes, more temples. With scores of hills in between them.
Trees grew in thick profusion, and cicadas screeched everywhere.As Petitjean walked along,
Japanese would move to the edge of the road and let him walk past. Young girls would flee



fearfully into their homes, and young boys with fingers stuck in their mouths would stare at his
every movement.“Hey, it’s a barbarian from the south!4 Come look at him! His nose is huge! And
his face is bright red!” Those were the kinds of comments shouted as he walked by.From inside
some of the houses, he could hear the languid, monotonous sound of a stringed instrument
being strummed. It was a samisen, a musical instrument often played by Japanese women.Each
time he heard those listless, monotonous tones, Petitjean felt an indescribable sorrow and
emptiness. The never-ending repetition of the same notes. The relentless reiteration of that
tedious cadence!“This is the ‘nothingness’ that Buddhism teaches about,” the Christian
missionary thought. He had the feeling that a listlessness resembling the sound of the samisen
permeated every part of Nagasaki.A listless, tedious cadence.The European Petitjean
experienced that nothingness not just in the samisen but in every part of the city as he strolled
about. Squat, black two-story houses stretched as far as his eye could see. As he walked down
the narrow roads, he wondered what sorts of lives the Japanese eked out in these tiny, dark
houses. Pondering the question, he could imagine the ineffably languid rhythm of the lives of
these Japanese, and the thought gripped his heart like a vise.Occasionally there would be a
break in the rows of tiny houses, and he would encounter a long wall. Whenever he came across
such a wall, he knew the odds were high that he would soon come up to a Buddhist temple.Not
a narrow-minded man, Petitjean did not reject outright the sacred places of the heathens. He
looked with admiration at the large wooden buildings that were so different from those in his
native land. He was particularly fond of the line of the heavy roofs and the shimmer of the black
tiles that he saw through the gates of the compound. When he ventured inside the gates, the
sutra chanting which he took to be the prayers of the heathens, coming from somewhere inside
the main temple building, sounded to him like the indolent, droning rhythm of the samisen—
evoking the same feelings of emptiness that pervaded Nagasaki.The samisen, the sutra
chanting, the screams of numberless cicadas coming from every corner of this city. He could
even detect the odor of nothingness in the voices of these insects that shrieked the same
shrieks from morning till night.This is what Japan is like, Petitjean thought. Japan has remained
exactly this way for two hundred years. Isolated from the rest of the world….But now Japan,
undisturbed for so many years, was in the process of change, minor though it might be. He had
come to Japan right at that turning point of change. Perhaps he himself might even have some
impact on the changes coming to Japan.He had returned from one of his walks and sat down to
eat the dinner prepared by Okane when Father Furet came back from the construction site and
asked with a touch of sympathy, “Well, have you found them yet?” Father Furet was mindful that
even as his own project was progressing smoothly, that of his brother was meeting with no
success whatsoever.“Nothing again today.”“It would seem, then, that there really are no
Japanese left who are secretly practicing Christianity. Perhaps that Chinaman was simply
lying.”“I haven’t abandoned hope yet,” Petitjean said, forcing down the still peculiar Japanese
food. “If the people can just get a little more comfortable with me … they may tell me where to
find the Christians. Or maybe some of them will identify themselves to me.”“Yes, but …” Father



Furet’s face clouded over. “The Japanese here in Nagasaki … no, not just here; all the Japanese
are kind on the surface, but they’ll never reveal to a foreigner what’s really in their hearts. They
won’t let their guard down with us. They believe they are fundamentally different from us.”“I think
that’s to be expected,” Petitjean replied. “It’s our fault that the Japanese are wary of us foreigners.
We Europeans started invading the nations of Asia more than three centuries ago. The
Japanese are well aware of that fact. That’s precisely why they can’t yet open up to foreigners.
It’s why they’re mistrustful of us.”“You certainly have taken their side,” Father Furet teased, seeing
how seriously Petitjean had responded.“Yes, I have taken their side. Japan will be a second
home to me. I want to feel love toward this country where my bones will be interred,” Petitjean
responded, his eyes glistening. “The truly sad thing is that Christianity in the past collaborated in
those invasions. That makes it completely reasonable for the Japanese to reject Christianity. We
have to do something to dispel their misapprehension of us. We must acknowledge our mistakes
as mistakes.”“My friend, it’s fine for you to say such a thing to me, but you really mustn’t repeat it
to our superiors back in Paris.” Father Furet prized Petitjean’s genuineness but worried that this
quality might put their obdurate superiors in a foul mood.“I realize that.”After dinner they took
candlesticks and went into a tiny room they had labeled their “chapel.” With the flames from their
candles flickering like the wings of moths, the two joined their voices in prayer.When the Liturgy
of the Hours concluded, Petitjean whispered his own prayer to God:“Where can they be? I am
resigned if they no longer exist. But if any are still alive somewhere here in Nagasaki, please
show me where they are. Please help them to know that I have crossed the distant seas and
come here to Japan to find them.”After their prayers, the priests withdrew to their separate
bedrooms.A night in Nagasaki was the very essence of stillness. Okane had strung up mosquito
nets in both of their rooms, but it was hot inside those nets even with the windows thrown open.
Insects came flying in from every tree if he lit a candlestick for even a moment—including those
loathsome cicadas….Half a month passed since his arrival in Nagasaki. During those two
weeks, he had descended and ascended the hills of the city every single day, whether in
blistering heat or in drenching rain. He had made his way along narrow paths, hearing the
strumming of samisens, and he had quietly made his way alongside the long walled temple
compounds.“They’re gigantic, these Southern Barbarians!”“I can’t believe how huge their noses
are!”He had heard these whispered comments many times over. Each time he heard them, he
turned and smiled at the speaker, whether a child or an adult. With those smiles, he hoped he
might create an opportunity for conversation that would lead to friendship, until ultimately he
would be able to hear one of them say “I know where the Christians are.”But it was all futile.1.
Louis-Théodore Furet (1816–1900), a French priest of the Société des Missions-Étrangères de
Paris (M.E.P.), arrived in Nagasaki in May 1856 after spending nearly a year in Naha awaiting the
chance to travel to the Japanese mainland. Furet was instrumental in the planning and early
construction stages of the original Ōura Church in Nagasaki, erected in a spot overlooking the
execution ground where twenty-six Christians had been martyred in 1597. Furet was replaced by
Bernard Petitjean and Joseph Laucaigne in 1864.2. This is Bernard-Thadée Petitjean (1828–



1884), one of the key figures in the reintroduction of Catholicism to Japan in the latter part of the
nineteenth century. Petitjean, like Furet a member of M.E.P., arrived in Nagasaki in August 1863.
The following year, he began teaching French at a Japanese government school. He was
consecrated as bishop of Japan in 1866 and labored in Nagasaki as well as Yokohama and
Osaka. He died in Nagasaki.3. Endō here uses the common term applied to Japanese
Christians of this era; it is distinct from Kirisutokyō, which is elsewhere translated as
“Christianity.”4. Nambanjin, the term applied to the first group of Europeans who went to Japan in
the mid-sixteenth century, literally means “Southern Barbarian,” a reference to the fact that Saint
Francis Xavier and other missionaries and traders traveled to Japan by way of India, Southeast
Asia, and Macao en route to southern Kyushu.NAGASAKITEN YEARS HAD passed since the
tree-climbing incident. Mitsu was now fifteen, and Kiku was sixteen.The two girls had naturally
forgotten all about that young man. Or it might be better to say that the shyness of young girls in
those days compelled them even more than it would today to remain unaware of young
men.Compared with the tranquil Mitsu, Kiku was as spunky as ever. Her almond-shaped eyes
flashed even more brightly when her grandmother would say something such as, “You know,
Kiku, when you grow up you’re going to be a real beauty.” Kiku herself became aware of her own
beauty around the age of ten, and more than once she quietly asked, “Mitsu, do you think I’m
pretty?”To which Mitsu would always nod unaffectedly and compliment her cousin, “Yes. You’re
prettier than any of the girls in Nagasaki.” Nagasaki was the city of dreams for the young girls of
Magome District, and the combs or wooden clogs that their fathers or Ichijirō would bring them
once or twice a year from Nagasaki became jewel-like treasures to them. They envied and
resented the girls of Nagasaki, who freely wore such treasures around town.While girlishly
hoping to become as beautiful as those city girls, Kiku turned her nose up at the young men of
her village. She blissfully ignored them.“She’s a stuck-up girl, that Kiku.” Snotnose and Crybaby,
now fifteen and sixteen years old and no longer either snotty or weepy, roomed together at a
youth dormitory in the village, where from time to time they would plan out naughty nocturnal
raids. Whenever Kiku became the topic of their conversations, they reviled her, calling her a
snob because she darted looks of scorn at them whenever they crossed paths.“We oughta raid
her place and leave her bawling!” They bravely discussed various insolent plans, but neither of
them had the courage to actually carry them out. They were constantly aware of the disquieting
face of Ichijirō lurking behind both Mitsu and Kiku.The only opportunities for the young men and
women of Magome to meet in public came on the night of the Obon Festival and in the first
month of the year, when all the villagers were compelled to trample on the fumie, images of
Christ or Santa Maria. On the eve of the Obon Festival, the young men and women who had felt
a spark of attraction for each other would arrange quiet rendezvous, the same as the youth in
every Japanese village did. But the fumie ritual at the beginning of each year was performed with
particular severity in and around Nagasaki, where in the distant past the Kirishitan population
had grown to vast numbers.When Kiku was a young girl, on every fourth day of the first month in
Nagasaki, neighborhood councilmen and those responsible for the conduct of each local



citizens’ association dressed up in their finest clothes and made the rounds of every home,
where they required each family member to trample on a brass image of Christ or the Virgin.The
trampling ritual was carried out every year on the twelfth day of the first month in Magome, at the
home of the village headsman, Mr. Takaya. On that day, all the young men and women of
Magome queued up in front of the headsman’s house.Stepping on the fumie, of course, served
as a witness to the officials that an individual was not secretly practicing the illicit religion of
Christianity. Each person ground his bare foot into the plaque etched with the face of either
Christ or Mary, thereby affirming beyond question that he did not believe in the “heretical faith of
the Southern Barbarians.”Both old and young gathered at the headsman’s home on the twelfth
day. They lined up outside and then filed in one by one, where they stood in the dirt floor
entrance of the house. A fumie on loan from the magistrate’s office greeted them as they
stepped up onto the blackly glistening wood floor. Seated in front of them were the sullen-faced
headsman, Mr. Takaya, and a priest from the Shōtokuji, the local Buddhist temple where each
family had its name registered.Under the watchful gaze of these two men, the villagers stepped
up one at a time onto the wooden floor, paused before the fumie, and then trampled on it.Ichijirō
inevitably grumbled each time this day arrived. “They should know by now that none of us are
Kirishitans without making us do that.” The hardworking young man maintained that he could
have produced several pairs of straw sandals in the time it took him to go the headsman’s house
and come back.Once when Mitsu was young, she stood before the fumie and turned back to ask
her brother, “Who are these people?”“The ones on the plaque?” Ichijirō replied loudly enough for
the headsman and the priest to hear. “It’s an evil man and his mom. He did terrible things. That’s
why he got punished in that way.”Innocent Mitsu believed without question what her older
brother told her. And following her brother’s instructions, she placed her tiny foot on the
fumie.The fumie on which her tiny foot rested was engraved with an image of the mournful Santa
Maria, both her arms cradling the body of Jesus that had been taken down from the cross.
Jesus’s face was filled with grief, and Mary’s was wet with tears.Unlike Mitsu, each time Kiku
stepped on the image, she felt vague misgivings. She had once asked Ichijirō, “What kind of
awful things did this man do?”“He told a lot of lies to deceive people. Anyway, it’s a story that
belongs to the Southern Barbarians.” Since he knew no details, Ichijirō was not confident in the
response he gave to his young cousin’s question.“What are you grumbling about there?” The
Shōtokuji priest scolded Kiku. “When someone older tells you to step on it, you’d better hurry
and step on it. Your problem is that unlike Mitsu, you’re always pressing your luck.”Kiku was
frightened of the priest. At this rebuke, even the feisty Kiku dejectedly stomped on the fumie with
all her might.One day, the priest of the Shōtokuji brought news to Mitsu and Kiku of an
opportunity to work as domestic help. The employer was a mercantile house by the name of
Gotōya in Nagasaki.“No matter how you look at it, Kiku is an insufferable tomboy. And Mitsu is a
pampered child. That’s why I think that going to Nagasaki and working for about a year would
prepare them to be good brides,” was the assessment of the chief priest.Shōtokuji was the
temple among the many in the region where the citizens of Magome were required to register



their religious affiliation and where all their weddings and funerals were conducted. Every birth
and death had to be reported to this temple. That made the chief priest of the temple a
counselor to all the adults of Magome and a teacher to all the children. Parents of the village
gave diffident ear to everything he said.His current proposition was not out of the ordinary. Many
young women of Magome had gone to work as servants at merchant houses in Nagasaki at the
urging of this chief priest. When they were given leave to return home for Obon and the New
Year festivities, the girls who still lived in the village were eager to hear their stories. Their
curiosity sprang from the fact that unlike the boys of the village, the girls were virtually never
allowed to visit Nagasaki, even though it was not far away. Relatives who had gone to the
farmers’ market told them that there were Chinese (called Acha by the locals) and Dutch people
in Nagasaki, but the girls’ curiosity to see them was tempered by a fear that they might be
roughed up by those foreigners, who thus far existed only in their imaginations. Still, each time
they heard about the Nagasaki Kunchi Festival1 or the bustling activity around Shian Bridge,
their hearts began to pound.And that is why, when her parents and grandmother hesitated to
answer, muttering something like “Mitsu and Kiku are still a little young to be maidservants,” Kiku
jumped right in and said, “Reverend, I’ll go!”“So you’ll go, will you, Kiku?” This put the priest in
good spirits, but he made sure to emphasize for her: “But Kiku, working as a servant isn’t like
going on picnics or a flower-viewing excursion. You can’t be unruly the way you are here at
home. You have to accept the fact that there will be difficult times as well…. And what about you,
Mitsu?”“If Kiku’s going, so am I,” she answered without hesitation, as if it were only natural. Since
their childhood, she’d formed the habit of following after Kiku in everything.“Well now, well now
…” Their parents delayed giving a final answer, and after the priest had left, they discussed with
Kiku the trials of working in a stranger’s home.“But if I work there, it will help out our family,
too.”They had no answer to that. It was true that having Kiku and Mitsu working at a merchant
house in Nagasaki could certainly bolster the household finances a bit.“Mitsu.” When the two of
them were alone, Kiku gave her gentle cousin some encouragement, “There’s nothing to worry
about. We’ll learn so much more in a place like Nagasaki than here in this village that always
stinks of manure.”“I’m not worried. I’ll be with you,” Mitsu said with a grin.It was around the end of
the Spring Festival2 that the priest of Shōtokuji made the final arrangement for Kiku’s and
Mitsu’s employment. During the Spring Festival the children of Magome fashioned a white rat out
of daikon radishes, which they placed on a tray and brought out in the morning, racing from
house to house and shouting, “The White Rat’s here!!” This was seemingly in imitation of what
the children in Nagasaki did, but Kiku and Mitsu and her friends had been doing this since they
were young.Granny sang an auspicious “bean throwing” song for the benefit of her two
granddaughters, who hereafter would be living in a stranger’s home. It was a song from Sotome
Village where Granny grew up.Ebisu, the god of plenty,Has come into our homeScattering oh so
many beans!Just as Watanabe no Raikō,Governor of Settsu Province,Exterminated the saké-
drinking demonOf Mount Ōe in Tamba Province(It’s OK to say it,It’s OK not to say it),Cast the evil
spirits out,Bring good fortune in!Evil spirits out,Good fortune in!That’s the way, that’s the way!



Bring in lots of money!!Kiku and Mitsu collapsed in laughter as they watched their Granny’s
toothless mouth spout out these words, but the realization that they would be leaving this home
tomorrow made them somber. And they worried that they might make stupid mistakes in that
unknown household or become a laughingstock. It was discouraging that nobody knew anything
about the master of the house or any of its occupants.“Ichijirō, you be sure and come visit us
after you go to the farmers’ market,” they kept reminding him, and each time Ichijirō smiled and
nodded, “Sure, I will.”The skies were clear the following morning. The two girls, escorted by
Ichijirō and the priest, headed toward Nagasaki. When they left the house, their parents spoke
not a word, and Granny wept. Neighborhood children gathered to watch in wonderment.To their
right, the ocean glittered brightly all the way to the horizon, and one large sailing ship floated
atop it. This was the first foreign vessel that Mitsu or Kiku had ever seen. Neither the priest nor
Ichijirō had any idea what country it belonged to, but the priest remarked, “The attitude of the
magistrate’s office has changed of late. Many ships of the Southern Barbarians come to
Nagasaki now.” He went on to mutter with some disgruntlement that the barbarians were now
proudly walking the streets of Nagasaki. To his mind, America and Great Britain and Holland
were all Southern Barbarian nations, and the barbarians themselves were believers in a profane
religion.“Of course, sir.” Ichijirō, who had no idea what any of this was about, bowed his head
apologetically, as though the priest’s irritation was his own fault.A black kite soared across the
brilliant sky. They had walked for a long while, and the road along the beach became an incline.
This hill was called Nishizaka, where in the past an execution ground had been located. Dozens
of the heretical Christians so hated by the chief priest of Shōtokuji had been executed
here.Once they climbed the hill and began their descent, the city of Nagasaki lay before
them.Unlike Magome, where every home was a thatched-roof farmhouse, here the streets were
jammed with black-tiled residences. They could also see the steeples of churches. They noticed
a red Chinese-style building.“Well now, this is Nagasaki!” Ichijirō poked his sister’s shoulder.It
was so unlike their village of Magome, which was dotted with farmhouses built between rice
paddies and fields and groves of trees. The two girls were utterly overwhelmed, and all they
could do was walk forlornly beside the priest and Ichijirō, making sure not to get separated from
them.“Oh, look!” Mitsu came to a dead stop, her eyes wide in astonishment as she spotted some
Chinese walking along, their braided hair sweeping down over the shoulders of their mandarin
garb. They climbed the stone stairs directly beside where the Japanese stood and disappeared
through the vermilion gates of a Chinese temple.As the group from Magome continued on, the
priest stopped and pointed to a stone bridge crossing a river. “This is Meganebashi—Spectacle
Bridge. See, it looks just like eyeglasses, doesn’t it?” The supports of the bridge reflected on the
surface of the water in such a way that the shape really did look like a pair of glasses.Houses,
then more houses. A long wall surrounding a temple, followed by a gigantic roof. They climbed
one hill, turned to the right, then ascended yet another hill.“We’re almost there.”Soon they were
standing in front of a large dry-goods store. Apprentices and customers of the shop scurried in
and out through the dyed curtain at the door-way. The name “Gotōya” was written boldly across



the curtain.“Wait here.” Leaving the other three standing next to the shop, the Shōtokuji priest
nimbly disappeared through the curtain.They waited a long while.“What do you think’s going
on?” Mitsu tugged nervously at Kiku’s sleeve. Ichijirō, who had been carrying the girls’ two
wicker trunks, finally lowered them to the ground and sat on one. Then suddenly he got to his
feet and whispered to his sister, “Mitsu! There’s a Southern Barbarian heading this way!”A tall
man who appeared to be totally encased in white robes was coming toward them.His nose truly
was enormous. His hair was as golden as corn silk. And his skin was pinkish.“Oh, my!” Even
more astonished than when she saw the Chinese men, Mitsu swallowed hard and gripped Kiku’s
hand. Their hands tightly joined, the two girls watched apprehensively as the foreigner passed
by them.“G’morning!” As he walked by, the barbarian suddenly smiled and greeted them in an
oddly accented voice, but the two stood frozen and said nothing.Finally Mitsu exhaled
something that was either a sigh or a moan and said, “That was scary!”“What was scary about
it? The Southern Barbarians aren’t devils, you know,” Kiku chided her.Eventually the priest
reemerged from the shop. “The Mistress says she will meet you. But you three can’t come in this
way. Employees have to enter through the service door.” He pointed to a narrow doorway at the
side of the shop.What transpired thereafter neither Mitsu nor Kiku remembered very well, having
been so stressed as it was happening. The Mistress of the Gotōya came out holding a toothache
plaster against her jaw and examined the two girls from head to toe.“You girls simply must work
in good harmony with all the others,” she announced, summoning the oldest servant, Oyone,
who apparently held a position something like head servant, and after instructing Ichijirō to take
the girls’ trunks to a room on the second floor, Oyone introduced the girls to Tome, who worked
in the kitchen.“Tome came to us from the Gotō Islands. Many of the men serving here at our
shop come from Gotō, just as the shop name says. I myself was born in Ōmura,” Oyone smiled,
showing her gums.Tome was the same age as Kiku. Tome gave a brief nod and went back to
work, watching from a distance as the two new girls were taught many things about the shop.“So
there’s five shopboys. Making breakfast for them will be enough to make your head spin. There’ll
be no sleeping in for you.” Then Oyone lowered her voice and said, “The Mistress here is pretty
rough on her employees.” Again she smiled a gummy smile.“Ichijirō, it’s OK for you to go now,”
Kiku called out to her cousin who waited quietly and anxiously in a corner of the entryway. “If you
don’t go now, you won’t make it back to Magome before the sun goes down.”“Yeah.” Ichijirō
nodded, but he cast a worried look at the two girls and said, “You two give it your all now.” He
nodded to Oyone and went out onto the road, where the sun still shone brightly.When Ichijirō
had passed from view, Mitsu felt as though she had been abandoned. Now her cousin Kiku was
the only person she had to rely on.Oyone, after ordering the two girls to help Tome clean the
kitchen and the earthen floor of the entryway, disappeared inside.As Kiku wrung out her
cleaning rag, she asked Tome, “Is the Mistress really so strict?”Tome nodded. “Yeah, she is. It’s
like the missus in ‘Three Years at Hard Labor.’”“Three years at—?”“You don’t know that? On
Gotō in the old days, if a family couldn’t pay their land taxes, their daughters were forced into
three years of hard labor for the ruler.” In a soft voice, Tome sang a folk song from the Gotō



Islands:When you’re shipped out for three years at hard labor,Your mistress will be strict….In the
morning, she sends you to the fields;At noon, she sends you to the mountains;At night, you work
till eight.No doubt the mistress will have no worries in the future,While we’ll end up cripples.That
was the start of Mitsu’s and Kiku’s lives in Nagasaki.“You can’t be pampered children anymore,”
the priest of the Shōtokuji had repeatedly cautioned them as they were leaving the village. And
he was right: Starting the day after their arrival, their lives became incredibly demanding, even
for girls who were accustomed to the challenging daily routine at a farmhouse.For starters, they
had to wake up at the first cock’s crow. The maidservants had the responsibility of preparing
breakfast and cleaning up after the servants and the family who operated the Gotōya. Their first
task was to light the fire, boil the water, and draw drinking water.When the sky began to grow
light, the girls raised in the backwater of Magome had the unusual experience of hearing the
voices of door-to-door tradesmen making their rounds.“What are those voices?” they asked
Tome, who explained to them what the men were shouting.Shibayashi bai!Hana ya hanai,
hanainai!Ko-ko! Kyu!They gathered that the fellow calling out “Hana ya hanai, hanainai!” was
strolling around selling flowers, but it was news to them that the man shouting “Shibayashi bai!”
was talking about the evergreen branches that people placed on the tiny Shinto altars in their
homes, and that “Ko-ko! Kyu!” came from a man hawking the radishes and other pickled
vegetables that they served with breakfast.They had no problem lighting fires or boiling water,
since these were things they had done back in Magome, but they were left breathless when it
came to racing back and forth over and over between the well and the kitchen in order to scoop
water with little pails and pour it into a huge kettle. When the Mistress of the house finally got up
and saw Kiku and Mitsu working at that together, she scolded them:“Mitsu should be able to do
that by herself. Kiku, you go sweep in front of the shop.”The Mistress was just as tough on her
staff as Tome had warned, and she found no shortage of faults to pick at.“Mitsu, why are you so
out of breath?”“Tome, this rice is as hard as rocks. It’s inedible!”About the time they completed
their chores, the apprentices had gotten out of bed, and the girls began to wipe down the floors
inside the shop. They crawled around on their hands and knees, polishing the floors until they
glistened.When the shop master awakened, he gathered all the clerks and apprentices and his
wife to offer up prayers before both the Shinto and Buddhist altars. Then breakfast would begin.
The maidservants were allowed to eat at seats on a lower level, but they had little time to savor
the taste of their food, since they had to be constantly scurrying around refilling the men’s soup
and rice bowls.Both Kiku and Mitsu lost themselves in their work for the first five or six days.
They didn’t even have time to think “I hate this,” or “I’m so sad,” or “I want to go back to
Magome!”“Mitsu, those cracks must hurt!”Blood was seeping out of cracks in Mitsu’s hands from
having to scoop out water almost ceaselessly. Kiku winced as she looked at Mitsu’s hands and
mumbled encouragingly, “My hands really itch where they got chilblains.”Still, Kiku’s determined
self-respect would not allow her to utter a word of complaint, since this work was something she
had volunteered to do.And then something unexpected happened.Some six months since they’d
come to work at the shop, they awoke to a cold morning, even though the spring equinox had



passed.The servants had to get up extra early that day, since the master was taking his head
clerks on the “Seven High Mountains” pilgrimage. This was an event in which the participants
visited seven of the hills around Nagasaki and made votive offerings at each mountaintop
temple. Many of the shop owners participated in this ritual.Puffing on her hands that were numb
with cold, Kiku swept the road in front of the shop with a broom. Mitsu endured the pain in her
chapped hands as she scooped up water.“Mozukuhyai, O-sahyai!” The cries of the morning
tradesmen echoed from down the road. Both mozuku and o-sa were kinds of seaweed sold in
early spring in Nagasaki.One young tradesman, only slightly older than Kiku, drew closer to her
as she swept and asked, “Need any mozuku?”“Nope,” she answered curtly. But then she took a
quick glance at the man’s face and gulped hard. Even though ten years had passed, she still
remembered the young man’s face.She couldn’t forget it.It was the young man who had saved
her when she had tried to climb the huge camphor tree on a dare from Snotnose and
Crybaby.“Ummm—” Kiku hurriedly called to him as he started to move on. “Ummm—” Nothing
else would come out of her mouth.“Yes?” The youth smiled, showing healthy teeth. “The miss
would like to buy some mozuku?”“Aren’t you from Nakano in Urakami, sir?” Her manner of
speech became a bit more polite.The young man gazed curiously at this girl who knew what
village he was from. “How do you know that? Are you from Urakami, miss?”“Yes,” Kiku nodded. “I
know you.”“You know me?” He eyed her suspiciously.“I do. When I was little, you saved me when
I climbed up a tree and couldn’t get down.”“Saved you?” He crunched his eyes into an even
narrower stare, trying to summon up an old memory as he looked into Kiku’s face. “Ah! I
remember when that happened…. Well, you’ve certainly become a fine young lady.”Kiku blushed
and averted her eyes. “Another girl from back home works here, too. She’s over there.” She
pointed toward Mitsu, who was dipping up water.Mitsu was pouring water from the well bucket
into several smaller pails she had arranged in a row. The well water was still as cold as
ice.“Mitsu!” She turned around at Kiku’s voice. “Hey, take a good look. You remember this fellow,
don’t you?”A young peddler wearing a familiar smile stood next to Kiku.“You’ve forgotten, haven’t
you? Remember when I climbed that tree and got stuck, and there was a young man who saved
me? That was this gentleman!”Mitsu’s jaw dropped open vacantly as she stood with empty
buckets in each hand.Kiku said proudly, “He was passing by here on his morning sales route. He
sure took me by surprise!”The young man looked piteously at Mitsu’s bare wet feet and chapped
hands and said to Kiku, “I guess being a maid is rough, eh?”“But I’m not by myself. Mitsu and I
work here together. It’s not at all lonely.”The young man nodded but said nothing and began
pouring water into a bucket that Mitsu had set down. “I’ll dip out the water for you. You just carry
in the pails.”Mitsu nodded and set out for the kitchen with a full pail.“My name’s Kiku.” Kiku
announced her name loudly, as though she were disgruntled that the young man had focused
his kindness on Mitsu.“I’m Seikichi,” he answered as he worked.“So you come to Nagasaki every
morning to do your sales?”Seikichi smiled and nodded in response.“Then I guess you go by
here every morning …”“Not every morning. Depending on the day, I sometimes go by way of
Teramachi.”Knowing none of the directions in Nagasaki, Kiku had no idea where Teramachi



might be.“Why don’t you come this way?”Her disappointed look caught him off guard. “Well … I
don’t really care which way I go, so long as there’s somebody willing to buy mozuku.”“Ummm …”
Kiku paused a moment, then swallowed hard. “Please come by here every morning. That way we
can talk.” After she said it, she blushed.Seikichi flinched at Kiku’s boldness, but soon he was
grinning. Just the way an older brother smiles wryly at a willful younger sister.“Fine, fine. I’ll come
by here as often as I can.”“Really?” Kiku beamed as she clutched her broom. “You’re telling the
truth, right?”Oyone called loudly to Kiku from the kitchen. “Kiku, don’t be dawdling out there.
Hurry in here and light the stove!”Kiku clacked her tongue. “Horrible woman!” But after cursing
her boss, she said, “I’ll see you again. For sure, yes?” and ran toward the kitchen, carrying her
broom.For the rest of the day she was in a daze and was frequently scolded by Oyone and
corrected by Tome. In actuality she spent the day staring blankly, wandering off from her chores,
and gawking at an empty spot in space.“Kiku!” Even docile little Mitsu couldn’t stand it anymore
and asked, “Is something wrong with you? You stand there looking so clueless!”“Mitsu, what do
you think of Seikichi?”Her question caught Mitsu off guard. “What do I—?” Stuck for a reply, she
said, “I think he’s a good person.”“I really like him.” Like: it wasn’t customary for sixteen-year-old
girls to come right out with no embarrassment and announce that they liked a young man.“Kiku!”
Mitsu was awestruck and virtually shouted, “What in the world has happened to you? You’ve lost
your mind!”But with calm composure Kiku proclaimed, “Mitsu, you can’t tell anybody, but I’m
going to marry Seikichi.” Her words were also intended to put Mitsu on notice that she mustn’t
fall for Seikichi herself, even if by accident.Mitsu gaped wide-eyed at her cousin. Since their
childhood together she had known Kiku to be assertive and unequivocal and frank, but she had
never imagined that she would blurt out something so discomfiting.“Well, OK, but Seikichi …”
Mitsu hesitated a moment. “He’s from Nakano, you know. Your family would never permit it.”“And
what’s wrong with Nakano? Everybody there’s the same as folks in Magome!” Kiku responded
as though she herself were the one being vilified.1. The Kunchi Festival in Nagasaki, held at the
Suwa Shinto Shrine over a three-day period each autumn, “was first celebrated in 1634…. [It]
was originally a part of the [shogunate] policy to forge a Yamato spirit for Nagasaki, which up to
1614 had been Japan’s only Christian town. In other words, the Kunchi festival started out as an
anti-Christian festival” (Reinier Hesselink, “The Dutch and the Kunchi Festival of Nagasaki in the
Seventeenth Century” [manuscript]).Containing elements of both Dutch and Chinese culture, the
popular festival includes snake dances, Chinese dragons, and the parading of large wooden
boats.2. Setsubun is a celebration held on the eve of the vernal equinox. Part of the traditional
festivities includes tossing roasted soybeans while shouting “Out go the demons! In comes good
fortune!”THE ROAD IS LONGHALF A YEAR had passed since Petitjean’s arrival in Nagasaki.
He had grown quite comfortable with life here.What left him most nonplussed was not the
sweltering heat of the summer or even the strange flavors of the Japanese food that Okane
cooked for him. As a priest who had come to Japan to preach the Gospel and who was
determined to have his bones interred here, he was not bothered by such trivial things as the
topography or the climate or the food.What plagued him most was the fact that even with the



Japanese language ability he had acquired in Naha and improved on with further study in
Yokohama, he still could not understand much of what was being said in the Nagasaki
dialect.For instance, on one occasion Okane’s husband, Mosaku, abruptly asked him, “Bapo-
san, oro-no?” And he had no idea what the man was talking about. Only later did he learn that
“Bapo-san” was their way of saying “the Master,” with the master of the church here being Father
Furet, and so the question meant “Is Father Furet here?”Out of necessity he began studying the
Nagasaki dialect each morning, with Mosaku as his study partner.“Donku. What does that
mean?”“That there’s a frog.”“I don’t get yosowashika.”“It means ‘filthy.’”As he took his customary
afternoon strolls through the streets of Nagasaki, whenever he heard a word he didn’t
understand, he quickly noted it down and asked Mosaku about it.Just yesterday some women
saw him and whispered among themselves, “Yō chōmawari ba sareru to ne.” He knew that yō
meant “a lot,” but no matter how hard he thought about it, he couldn’t figure out what chomawari
meant.“Chomawari?” Okane’s husband cocked his head, stumped by Petitjean’s peculiar
pronunciation, so he repeated it to himself several times until he said, “Oh, I think you mean
chōmawari. If that’s what it was, it means to walk around the city a lot.”Every day he was out
chōmawari-ing. He set out every afternoon, come rain or wind. It was almost to the point that
there was hardly anyone left in Nagasaki who had not seen him out walking in his cassock.The
people of Nagasaki were very kind. They always smiled and were gracious to him. If he asked for
directions, they would explain politely until he understood, and sometimes when he took refuge
from the heat in the shade of a tree, they brought him some cold well water to drink.“Please
come to my place and have a look around,” he would invite them. “We have many unusual things
for you to see.”Sometimes he took candy from the pocket of his cassock and offered it to
children who were playing nearby, or he showed people his watch and his glasses, and he would
point to his own nose and say “I am Petitjean,” making every effort to help people feel
comfortable around him. His objective, of course, was more complicated.His strategy began to
bear fruit. Before long everyone in Nagasaki had heard the name of Petitjean, who was living at
the Nambanji, the Temple of the Southern Barbarians,1 which was under construction. Once his
name had spread abroad, some of the people he passed on the street began to acknowledge
him with a smile.
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Hank, “A truly wonderful book. Having read all of the translated works of this terrific writer, I was
looking forward to this new release. For me, it was just wonderful. Not only is Endo's latest
translation into English a great novel and a gripping story, the tragedy of the novel's central
character Kiku is inspiring and enlightening in a spiritual way as well. I won't spoil what "Kiku's
Prayer" is, but suffice it to say that it is at the very heart of Christianity and the suffering of the
martyrs. The novel includes historical setting and fictional characters in a truly wonderful mix to
produce an inspiring read.  Very highly recommended.”

El Tigre TA Esmitz, “Indispensable Endo. This recently translated novel by Endo is a treat.
Rather than write about many subjects, throughout his career Endo wrote about only a few,
returning to similar themes again and again to discover new meanings and resonances. Thus
this novel is, like all his work, about Japan, faith, persecution, goodness, and silence.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Do yourself a favor read it. Very beautiful absolutely amazing I'm looking
forward to reading everything else this author has written”

Jean Ann Fausser, “He is a good writer and it kept me interested though not particularly .... If you
a planning on taking a trip to Japan and want to read some historical fiction as background this
is worthwhile but not comprehensive at all. I think there are other novels that more sweeping in
scope but this one offers a unique view into a particular period and issue in history. He is a good
writer and it kept me interested though not particularly enthralled.”

Velomoon, “Kiku's Prayer. Kiku's Prayer is set at the moment Japan was reaching out to
modernity, in a period of immense fracture, when the nations own view of itself was becoming
more divided as it faced a major internal change and also had to confront how it was perceived
by the western world. It is at this point that Endo has chosen to set his tale of love and sacrifice,
this is a tale of Kiku, a confident brash young woman who falls head over heels in love with
Seikichi, an abhorred Kirishitan, a practising Catholic in a land where Christianity is illegal. At the
start of this book the Japanese Christians are pretty much ignored, as long as they keep a low
profile there seems to be a tacit agreement to let things be. This comes to an abrupt halt after a
French priest, with a mission to locate any native Christian followers left from the last purges*.
After much searching & upsetting the local authorities during the searching, he finally locates a
village of believers. The believers want the priest to say mass & to perform more of the rituals of
their catholic faith, this leads to a confrontation with the authorities. The Government respond by
having the Christians rounded up & given the option of renouncing their belief or being punished,
this ends up with them being exiled from their village and after continued pressure and refusal to
renounce torture.Whilst this is happening Kiku, who is passionately in love with Seikichi,
although she doesn't understand his faith, is desperate to find him, this leads to her meeting a



minor and corrupt official who, after forcing her to have sex with him, makes her give him money
which he says he will give to Seikichi to make life easier for him. Kiku willing to do anything to
help Seikichi has to sell her body to raise the necessary funds which the corrupt official pockets
for himself.Although there is hope in this book, the Christians due to pressure from the outside
world do get released and sort of get their lives back, but Kiku never fulfils her dreams of a life
with Seikichi, as what she goes through to help him eventually kills her. This is a really powerful
book that questions not only ones faith, but what would you do for the love of someone, although
I suppose at the end of the day it's the same question, it's just a matter of where your love is
directed, for Seikichi this was God, although mainly in the form of Santa Maria. Only towards the
end of his exile did he realise a love for Kiku, at this point to late - Kiku whose love was only for
Seikichi was dead and to her, whilst she was alive, Santa Maria appeared as the rival, the point
at which his love was fixed. It was only towards the end that she shared an understanding with
this saint, as women who had both lost people they loved and through this awareness reached
some kind of redemption. *This book is based on a real event the "Fourth Persecution of
Urakami" which happened around the start of the Meiji period, and came about when the
villagers who had secretly been practising their faith for around 250 years met the missionary
priests and no longer wanted to remain silent about their faith, this led them to a direct
confrontation with the government through their local representatives. In 1867, 68 villagers were
imprisoned marking the beginning of the "Fourth Persecution". During the following year another
114 were exiled. Whilst this was happening Japan itself was going through major change as the
old feudal system was overthrown & with it the warrior class. This didn't do anything to help the
Christians as the new Meiji government kept the prohibition of the Christian faith, with around
3400 being exiled. After five years of exile and pressure from nations like England, the USA,
France etc., 1,930 were returned home. Of the original number arrested 662 died through
disease & maltreatment (torture, starvation etc) and another 808 never returned or were
accounted for, just missing.”

Jimmy Buhagiar, “Four Stars. Highly satisfied with this purchase. Excellent service.
Recommended.”

The book by Alana Fairchild has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 16 people have provided feedback.
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